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ANALYSIS OF TRIGGER CIRCUITS*
I3y RAIS A H M E D  
(Received for publican )n, ^ovembct lo, ig^o)
ABSTRACT. At the present time the balfc properties of the trigger circuit arc 
generally understood in terms of the voltages e^ s^ting on different electmde.s during states 
of equilibrium in between the triggering signals, |[u the pre.scnt paper the properties of the 
circuit have been studied in relation to the n|ture of the diiving pulses Experimental 
results are presented to confirm the theoretical condtusions.
i
In recent years the u.'ie of trigger <|ircuits has become very coimiioii in 
various special-purpose electronic devi<|es. The basic properties of this 
circuit are generally understood in ternts of the voltages existing on the 
different electrodes during .state.-s of equilibrium in between the triggering 
signals. However, in order ttl be able to design a trigger circuit for operation 
at high repetition rates it is necessary lo analyse the actual switching operation 
that takes place upon the application of proper driving signals. It is I'ossible 
to extend the transient analysis of switching made in connection with 
multivibrators (Ahmed ig.pS, 1950 ; Williams ei al, 1950) to considerably 
systematize the knowledge about tl'.e pulse signals required to actuate 
trigger circuits.
A t the present time there are certain mathematical difficulties in carrying 
out a complete theoretical study of the switching phenomenon In trigger 
circuits. Since the nature of the switching action depends on the applied 
signal, it wou’d be necessary, for the purpose of a mathematical analysis, 
to know the exact expression for the applied signal as a function of time. 
It is, therefore, convenient to idealize the applied signals and later to obtain 
the results for actual signals by the method of analogy. The use of 
experimental data is then doubly desirable to check the assumptions made in 
such a theoretical analysis.
The well known Eccles-Jordan trigger circuit, shown in Fig. i, may be
F ig . I !
The Redes Jordan trigger circuit
* A part of this work was done as contract research for Princeton University, U. S. A.
lakeu for the purpose of the present discussion. An equivalent circuit will 
have a general admittance network as shown in F ig. 2, and if it is assumed
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The equivalent adm ittance net work for the Rccles-Jordan trigger circuit
that pentode tubes are used (with grid to plate capacitance nearly zeio) 
then the determinant characterising the circuit will b e :
(T i .Ts )® +  (.T2T3)® +  (TaTi)'* +  2 y iy 2 V 3  +  + T a )  ~  gm ’^ ya ( 1 )
If proper values for the admittances y are substituted, and then A  is 
equated to zero, it is i)ossible to get a set of exponential functions representing 
the free response of the circuit. In practice, however, the d-c bias —Eg is so 
adjusted as to prevent a tube from coming on once it has been cut off. The  
exponential solutions inherent in the determinant will come into existence 
only when the circuit is once driven into the region where two-lube conduction 
is possible. The nature of the switching is, therefore, different from that 
in the case of the multivibrator, and it depends on the nature of the applied 
driving signal and its manner of application.
C O N V E N T I O N A L  A N A L Y S I S
To Start from the conventional analysis, the following values may be 
given to the various components showm in F ig. i :
R H jI — -R l i ' I — J .7 0  feO, “  I / f i  =  loofefi, Ke 1 =  e 2 = 1/fra — 500 itO, C,
very small and neglected, C = i o “ ®^ farads. If the plate supply voltage is taken 
to be 180 volts, the proper value of the biasing voltage Eg may be found from 
the equivalent circuits of Fig. 3. These circuits represent the conditions when 
one of the tubes is on and the other is off. It is desired to make Eg so large 
negatively that the voltage produced between the points a and b will be 
larger than the cut-off voltage of the tubes, and from the circuit of F i g . 3 
it appears that this value should be at least - 1 4  volts if the cut-off voltage 
is —10 volts. In practice. Eg may be made —16 volts and in this case the 
voltage produced at the grid of the second tube (point c) will be more than 
a tenth of a volt positive. Having thus ensured that the voltage at one 
of the grids wull be negative beyond cut-off, and that at the other will be 
ju «  slightly positive/it is possible to discuss the switching operation.
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F i g . 3
I{<;iuivaleut circuits for dcttrniining the biasing voltage 
O r d in a r i ly  it is sa id  that a p o s it iv e  p u lse  at th e  n e g a t iv e  g r id , o r  a 
negative p u lse  at th e  p o s it iv e  g r id  will  d r iv e  th e  c ir c u it  in to  a state o f  tw o -
tube conduction which is unstable because of the positive feed-back arrange­
ment in the circuit. The tube that was previously conducting will now go 
oflF, and the other that was off will now start to conduct current. Although 
this description of the operation of the circuit is quite true, it is not quite 
complete. B'or instance, the following questions may be raised regarding 
the possibility of conducting current switching from one tube to the other . 
fi) What will be the maximum and minimum amplitude of the pulse 
required ? (2) What will be the maximum and minimum pulse width
necessary ? (3) flo w  quickly can one pulse follow another for triggering 
action ? (4) How are the above three properties inter-related ?
T h e  fir s t  o f  th ese  q u e s t io n s  can  be a n sw e re d , a p p r o x im a te ly , o n  th e  b a s is  
o f  a s e m i-s ta t ic  c ir c u it  c o n s id e r a t io n . F i g .  4  rep resen ts  c o n d it io n s  w h en  th e
equivalent circuit for roughly determining the actual voltage
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d.c voltages shown in Fig. 3 have been applied and tube i is conducting while 
tube 2 is off. It is here assumed that the shunting capacitances are 
negligible and that the coupling condenser is such that negligible delay is 
produced in transmitting a signal round the circuit.
For a positive step voltage applied at grid 2, the amplitude should first 
be large enough to make the potential of this grid — 10 volts. H the signal 
feeding anangement is as shown in Fig. 4, then the voltage necessary will be 
1 .8 x 1 0 — iS volts and it will raise the potential of grid i also by 18 x 1/91 
= 0.2 volt. Now the voltage at grid 2 should be further raised into the 
conducting region so that the voltage at grid i may be depressed to zero 
by opening switch and causing full amplification through tube 2. The 
positive step voltage would thus have to be greater than 18 volts.
In a similar manner a negative step voltage applied at grid 1 should 
first be large enough to overcome the positive potential of this grid. Due to 
voltage division this will be found to be —0.12 x g i =  — lo.g volts. A  further 
negative increase in this voltage will open the switch Si allowing full 
amplification to take place.
The above discussion shows that with this type of signal feeding the 
circuit is more sensitive to negative pulses than it is to positive pulses, 
ft also indicates that this sensitivity can be changed by altering the 
resistance ratios in the circuit or by applying the signal at some other point. 
It may be noticed, for example, that the minimum signal required for the 
positive pulse depends on fi) how far below the cut-off voltage the tube was 
permanently biased, and (2I the grid resistance of the conducting tube when 
the grid voltage is slightly positive. Sensitivity to negative pulses on the 
other hand, is determined primarily by the voltage division between external 
grid resistance R„ and the conducting resistance of the tube.
The above discussion was based on a step signal, although in practice 
the applied signal will have a definite initial slope and duration. Ih e exact 
minimum found in this manner may not be very accurate but the comparative 
sensitivity is quite reliable.
It is further to be seen that if the voltage — and the resistances are so 
arranged as to produce a voltage o a n d -Z i,„ ,a t  the two grids, then the 
positive and negative sensitivity both become increased, and theoretically 
any small signal will trigger the circuit. For a further study of the 
previously mentioned questions regarding the actuating signals, it is necessary 
to analyse the switching operation during the time that both tubes are 
conducting. It may be re-emphasized that the present analysis has not been 
carried so far as to answer all the questions for all types of applied pulses. 
In what follows, first a pulse of rectangular sha i^e is applied from a source 
in series with the external grid resistance of the tubes, and the proper 
amplitude and duration necessary for such a signal have been studied. N ext, 
operation of the circuit by a pulse of the form has been indicated.
This IS followed by experimental results which confirm the general mathe­
matical conclusions.
t h e  R E C T A N G U I v A R  p u e s e
rectangular pulse generator may be assumed to have zero internal 
resistance and it may be connected asfeliovvn by dotted lines in Fig. i. It 
IS also assumed that the coupling capacit^ce is very large. The equivalent
ciicuit can be represented by Fig. 45. 1 he circuit equations will be
as follows : *
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(2)
(3)
{gm — 2 p C „ p ] c i  +  {y, + y a  + zp C (, p ) e 2  — o
iy,i +  ya-  ^ 2pC ^  p)et, + {g,n -  2pc a p)Cz= 
where G3 is the conductive i>art of y.,, f{t) represents the form of the generated 
signal, and p stands for didi. The voltage Ciit) will be given by A ,/ A  
where ;
g m ~  2 p t  „ p ^
(4)
and
A  =
(yi + ya + 2pc„p)
(y i '^ y 3  +2p c„p )  gm~2pC„p  
o (y 1 + 3'.* + 2pC „ p
(5 )
-Gsf(i )  (gm-2pC„p)
If yi — Gi + pC  ^ and 3's =  G3 + ^C;i, then the further expansions of the above 
determinants are :
^  =  p^(Ci +  Ca){Ci -t- C3  + 4 Cffp)
2 p [ ( G , -h G a ) ( C \  + C3 + 3Cpp) + 2g„.Cpp] + [ ( G , - i - G 3 y - g ^ ]  ... (6)
^i<^Gaf^t)[p(C'i + Ca+2C„p) + Gi +G3]  ... (7)
The expression for A  may be written in terms of its factors —
where :
a — ~ (Gi Gs) 3 , gj _  ~ [gm + (Gi -1- Gs) 1
* 6 i +  C* + 4C«p * * Ci + Ca
and
t04 R . A h m ed
The Laplace transform of A  is then : (Churchill, 1944)
L(A) = (5 -a J ( 's -a a )
The Laplace transform of A , is :
L (A i) + Ca + 2C „p) + G j + G-,]L/(0
(8)
(9)
To take the Laplace transform for a rectangular pulse in general ^shovvn
in Fig. 6 ) it is necessary to consider the rectangle as composed of two step 
functions, T  units of time apart. Thus,
Lfit) =_ 'ij. _ s * , (10'
CO"
E
E
A
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t  =P ^ =fT
F ig . 6
The rectanguhir pulse
If this transform is plotted for the various values of t, it will be necessary 
to omit the terms with the exponential until t =  T.  In the present case the 
significance of the unequal pulse amplitudes is that the leading edge ab of the 
pulse does not opeiate on the equivalent circuit till the voltage —Eeo is 
reached by the grid. When this happens the amplitude of the pulse still to 
go is only It is true that in actual application the rectangular shape will
not be maintained by the pulse, and instead, due to shunting capacitance Ca, 
the grid voltage will rise with a definite slope. The second edge of the pulse 
is effective with its entire amplitude since it will be superimposed on a rising 
grid voltage. Thus, using the above Laplace transform of the driving voltage 
/ (t), the Laplace transform of the grid voltage Ci is :
~  E^ b j E g )e~ ‘ ^ [ s{Ct +Ca  +  2 C  „ p) +  <^ G, + G-s)]
— 002) (II)
This may be broken into partial fractions and Us inverse transform may be 
taken to give the following result : (Campbell and Foster, 1942)
=* — I 1 —
Ea
(Ga + G,)
- i -
+ G#) A-fuJt
Eg I
\ ( e ^ -g m - G f I ^ 3E^ 
fC ^ S -(G , + G,)»3
(la)
It may be stated again that at l ~ o ,  the terms with £» are to be completely 
omitted since they affect the value of ei(i) only when It is quite
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evideut from an examination of the coefficient accompanying the positive 
exponential that if a certain relation holds between T  and Eb/Ea and
this coefficient will become negative and will come into play (at t — T) in such 
a way that the rising grid voltage will be made to fall instead. The condi­
tion for this improper or reverse switching to take place is :
a
I — O
or 4t «4 - log, Eb
Ea
(i3>
It may be seen that if Ea becou|es very large then i and
log,. {EblEa)-*‘ o, resulting in the critical |i'idth of the rectangular i)u1se T ,-» o . 
On the other hand, if E„ is very small ihen a definite niiniimun width of the 
pulse is necessary in order that a complete switch (interchange) in the tube 
currents may take place. Kurtherniore, if the steady-state voltage on the 
grid of the tube which remains off is exactly— lim  and that at grid of the 
other lube is exactly zero, then E'a=^Eb and again any pulse of a 
theoretically infinitesimal duration will be able to trigger the circuit. 
Obviously, the d - c  adjustment for such a condition is very critical, as also 
indicated m the quasi-static consideration mentioned already. It may also be 
noticed that for any given Ea and the minimum pulse required will be 
narrower, if the shunting and grid-plate capacitances are small and if 
g„, is large.
T H E  r A R A n O L I C  P U L S E
An equivalent circuit for the Ivccles-Jordan trigger has been drawn in 
l^ig. 7. In this case the coupl'iig condenser Cr niay be neglected in oidci
1/R3s»03> l/Re *e-
F i g . 7
Equivalent resistance net work for the trigger circuit
to simplify the differential equations, and the smallness of its size justifies 
such an assumption. The shunting capacitance has been lumped betw'een the 
grid and the cathode since the amplification involved in the circuit makes the 
grid-cathode capacitance effectively more important than the bthers. The 
driving signal is again represented by the symbol /(Oaiid is shown as a current 
entering one of the grids from a high impedance source. The impedance of
l0 6 R . A h m ed
this external source is taken tobei?« =  i/G e , and the differential equations are 
as follows :
GG,
gmei + ^G + G, + -f pi  ^ -h
^G + G, + ^ ] ^  + pC+ p c  ]ei + gmea
^e, =  o
=  G ,^ i  + Gi
Ct 3
(14)
(15)
G3 ' Gs
A  simultaneous solution of the above two equations gives the following 
differential equation for the voltage Cj :
G, + G + + K ’ + —^^3 ^^3
p c
= ( Gi + G + + p c  + p c T + G i G , / ( 0 (16)
The exponents of the transient part of the solution may first be obtained 
by putting the right-hand side of (16) equal to zero. Further, if the driving 
function/(I) =  — it is pos.sible to assume a particular or steady-state
solution of the form :
= AI + A at A
When this expression is differentiated and substituted in (16), the cons­
tants Ai, Aa, and As can be found in terms of the circuit constants and k and
m. When the ti*ansienl and steady-state solutions are written as a sum, the 
constants accompanying the transient part of the solution can be evaluated 
by applying the boundary conditions, which are similar to the ones used in 
connection with the multivibrator (Ahmed, 1950). The conditions are that 
at < =  o, the grid voltage must be equal to — Zi«^, and the rate of rise of the 
grid voltage must be the same as the rate of rise of the applied signal, i.e. 
= k in this case. It will be found upon examination of the final equation 
that when tn becomes larger than a certain amount, the coeflBcient accom­
panying the positive exponential becomes zero. Actually minimum value for 
the ratio fe/m is found, and that is a specification regarding the minimum 
width of the applied signal. It will also be found that a higher value of gm 
makes the minimum duration of the signal required smaller. A  reduction in 
the shunting condenser C leads to an almost proportional reduction in the 
minimum value of k/m.
Apart from an idea of the minimum duration and amplitude of the 
operating signal, an analysis of this type also indicates that for any given 
width of the pulse there will be a certain maximum of the applied signal, 
beyond which the signal will again fail to produce a proper switching operation. 
In the above-mentioned case, given a certain pair of values of the signal constants 
k and m, the lime taken by the grid voltage to reach zero volt can be found, 
and this time may also be the time required by the voltage on the other grid 
to reach Obviously, when such a switching has taken place the positive
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eS:poneiitial does not exist any more. If the applied pulse were still decreasing 
this would tend to reverse the switch, making such a choice of k/m also 
undesirable.
Since similar considerations apply to the rectangular pulse, it may be 
concluded that although the particular limits may be different for diflferent kinds 
of actuating pulses, a maximum and a i^inimum amplitude will generally 
exist for all types of pulses. It may also  ^be concluded that the minimum 
amplitude for sharper pulses of given initis^ slope will be greater than that 
required for comparatively wider pulses. <3n the other hand, the maximum 
amplitude is likely to become smaller as tile pulse width increases. As the 
pulse becomes wider than the time of itise, the maximum amplitude of the 
positive pulse for a juoper triggering actiojb will approach the minimum ampli­
tude of the negative pulse required to iHgger the circuit in the opposite 
direction.
E X P K R I M R N ' l ' A I /  R R S U I v T S
Experiments were carried out on a trigger circuit for investigating the 
relation of maximum and minimum operating pulses with the width of the 
pulses. The results for exponential pulses obtained from a differentiated 
square wave source are given in Tables I, II, and III and have been plotted 
in F ig. 8. is the value of the i>eaking condenser used in conjunction with 
a resistance of lo kf2, and represents the effective width of the pulses. Other 
circuit constants are shown in the figure-
F i g . 8
B xp o n en tia l pulse am plitude required V s. pulse sharpness 
*I*he results for r e c t a n g u la r  pulses are given in Table IV , and have been 
plotted in P ig. 9>
These tables and the accompanying figures generally support the conclu­
sions that (a) the minimum amplitude for sharper pulses is greater than 
that for wider pulses ; ( b)  increased pulse-width decreases the maximum 
amplitude required : (c) for very wide pulses the maximum amplitude for 
positive putees approaches the minimum amplitude for negative pulses.
a—1778P—3^
t06
T able I
R , Ahtfted
External shunting capacitance between grid and cathode C g t = o ,  and the
coupling condenser Ce =  io/*MF.
loo/AfiF 
200 ,, 
300 I* 
400 ,, 
500 ,,
Minirnuin positive 
pulse amplitude
13.0 V
13-0
13-0
13.5
12.0
M m im um  negative 
pulse amplitude
2 2  o  V
22.0
21.5
20.5
20.0
Maximutn amplitude 
for both pulses
38.0 V  
33*0  
27-5  
25 o 
230
T able II
=  C e  =  20/JLflF.
C r Minimum positive 
pul*ie amplitude
Minimum negative 
pulse amplitude
Maximum amplitude 
for both pulses
lOOfA/ULp 
200 ,, 
300 „  
400 
500 ,,
7.5
7.0
6.5
5.5
5-5
17.0 V
16.0
15.0
14.5
14.0
55*0 V
4 3 0
37-0
32.0
28.0
T able III
C g t  =  o ,  C \ = 3o/jifnF.
1
Minimum positive 
pulse amplitude
Minimum negative j  
pulse amplitude
M aximum amplitude 
for both pulses
loofAfiF 4.0 V 10.0 V 65.0 V
200 M 3.5 9.0 50.0
300 „ 2-5 9.0 44.0
400 „ 2.0 8.0 40.0
500 1*5 8.0 36.0
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150
Uo
F i g . g
Rectangular pulse amplitu|le Vi^ . pulse widlh
FlG.  lO
Pulse size range Vs. coupling capacitance
T abIvE IV
C g k  =  o ,  C  c =  ‘2o t* .fx F .
P ulse  width in /u sec.
1 . 8
2 9
3 - 5 
4 I 
4 5
4 - «
5 - 5 
6.4  
7 .0  
8 o
9-5
12.0
12 3
10.0
8.5
7.5
7 o
7.0 
6 5
6.0
6.0
6.0 
5-5 
5*5
Maximum amplitude in 
volts
35-0 
3c.o
350 
35 o34-0
33‘« 
31-5 
27 5
26.0
23-5
20.0 
12.2
uiinimum value of C , is necessary for proper switching. From the point of 
view of design it might appear that there is a definite advantage ^  having an 
appreciable value of coupling capacitance present in the circuit. However, 
there is a disadvantage in increasing the value of C . and it will be clear from
no R . A h m ed
Tabic V, where for given pulse heights the niiuimum possible separation 
between successive pulses has been studied-
. T abuE V
SofXfxF ~  C  c
; height in Minimum separa­
volts tion in ft sec.
 ^ 5 14.0
5-4 16 0
4.2
3 0 24 1
It is dear that because of the discharging of the large C ,,  the grid voltage 
waveform is similar to that in the case of the multivibrators, and hence a 
small i)Ositive pulse, coming soon after the condenser C«, has started to 
dscharge, is incapable of driving the giid to the cut in voltage region. The  
larger the amplitude of the pulses the closer they are for producing proper 
switching. It was found that a reduction in Cc made successive switching 
possible with smaller interval between the ionises. It is obvious, therefore, 
that when the pulse repelitif n rale is high, cannot be increased beyond a 
certain limit. This, in conjunction with the amplitude range consideration 
mentioned earlier, will determine the proper size of the coupling condenser.
In conclusion, it may be said that the linear analysis of sw'itching operation 
does lead to a systematic underatanding of the operation of trigger ctreuits. 
I  he design consideiations indicated heie also serve to clarify some properties 
of the trigger circuit.
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